An enabling method and enabling device for a debugging port of a terminal, and a terminal are described, which are configured to enable a debugging port of a terminal under the condition of failure of a touch screen. The method includes: an instruction of enabling a debugging port input by a user is acquired, wherein the instruction is generated by simultaneously executing first operation of pressing a key of a terminal and second operation of covering an infrared sensor of the terminal; an interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor is triggered according to the instruction; a state of the infrared sensor and a pressed state of the key of the terminal are judged according to the interrupt service subprogram, and judgment results are obtained; and when the judgment results are determined to be consistent with preset standards, a screen of the terminal is controlled to be unlocked, and the debugging port is enabled. By adopting the technical solutions of the embodiment of the disclosure, an Android Debug Bridge (ADB) debugging port of a mobile phone Universal Serial Bus (USB) may be reliably enabled under the condition of failure of the touch screen to import personal information in a mobile phone into a computer by mobile phone management software in the computer through a USB cable.
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1. A mobile phone awakening event is triggered (S301)
2. Volume up and volume down keys are pressed and an infrared proximity sensor is covered with a finger, so as to trigger an infrared interrupt event (S302)
3. Whether the infrared sensor senses the proximity event or not is judged (S303)
   - If NO, an interrupt service subprogram quits (S306)
   - If YES, whether the volume up and volume down keys are pressed or not and whether time for which the volume up and volume down keys are pressed reaches a preset value or not are judged (S304)
      - If NO, a screen is unlocked, a setting interface of an ADB debugging port pops up, and an ADB debugging port is enabled (S305)
ENABLING METHOD AND ENABLING DEVICE FOR DEBUGGING PORT OF TERMINAL, AND TERMINAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of smart mobile phones, and in particular to an enabling method and enabling device for a debugging port of a terminal, and a terminal.

BACKGROUND

At present, a touch screen is the most frequently used part of a smart mobile phone, a capacitive touch screen is the mainstream, and the screen is required to be touched by a finger or a capacitive stylus. A capacitive touch screen is made from a more fragile material, and easily fails locally after being touched for a long time. Drift of a touch screen is easily formed under influence of temperature and a magnetic field, which may cause inaccurate touch. A touch screen usually fails permanently due to damp, static electricity, squeezing and falling.

For a normal Android mobile phone, a user may finish exporting a contact list, short messages and application programs of the user and even backing up a system by enabling an Android Debug Bridge (ADB) debugging port and installing application software such as Pm Pod in a Personal Computer (PC) through a Universal Serial Bus (USB) cable. If corresponding software is installed in a mobile phone end and a PC, a smart mobile phone may also be operated by the PC through a USB cable. After a touch screen fails, a user usually expects to export a contact list and the like in an old mobile phone and then import them into a new mobile phone in case of mobile phone replacement. However, it is difficult to export data in the old mobile phone if an ADB debugging port is not enabled in advance.

Therefore, there exists the problem of loss of personal information of a user caused by incapability of reliably enabling an ADB debugging port under the condition of failure of a touch screen in an existing technology.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the embodiment of the disclosure provides an enabling method and enabling device for a debugging port of a terminal, and a terminal.

To this end, according to one aspect of an embodiment of the disclosure, an enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal is provided, and the following technical solution is adopted.

The enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal includes: acquiring an instruction of enabling a debugging port input by a user, wherein the instruction is generated by executing second operation of covering an infrared sensor of a terminal at same time of executing first operation of pressing a key of the terminal;

triggering an interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor according to the instruction;

judging a state of the infrared sensor and a pressed state of the key of the terminal according to the interrupt service subprogram, and obtaining judgement results; and

when the judgement results are determined to be consistent with preset standards, controlling a screen of the terminal to be unlocked, and enabling the debugging port.

Preferably, the instruction may be generated by executing the second operation of covering the infrared sensor of the terminal at the same time of executing first operation of pressing volume up and volume down keys of the terminal.

Preferably, the determining that the judgment results are consistent with the preset standards by the interrupt service subprogram may include:

acquiring, by the interrupt service subprogram, the state of the infrared sensor and the pressed state of the key of the terminal;

judging whether the state of the infrared sensor is a proximity event or not and whether the pressed state of the key is effective or not to obtain the judgment results; and

determining that the judgment results are consistent with the preset standards when the judgment results indicate that the state of the infrared sensor is the proximity event and the pressed state of the key is effective.

Preferably, the state of the infrared sensor may refer to: the proximity event of the infrared sensor.

Preferably, the condition that the pressed state of the key is effective may refer to: the key is pressed and time for which the key is pressed reaches a preset time value.

According to another aspect of an embodiment of the disclosure, an enabling device for a debugging port of a terminal is provided, and the following technical solution is adopted.

The enabling device for a debugging port of a terminal includes: an acquisition module, configured to acquire an instruction of enabling a debugging port input by a user, wherein the instruction is generated by executing second operation of covering an infrared sensor of a terminal at same time of executing first operation of pressing a key of the terminal;

a triggering module, configured to trigger an interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor according to the instruction;

a judgment module, configured to judge a state of the infrared sensor and a pressed state of the key of the terminal according to the interrupt service subprogram, and obtain judgement results; and

a control module, configured, when the judgement results are determined to be consistent with preset standards, to control a screen of the terminal to be unlocked and enable the debugging port.

Preferably, the judgment module may include:

an acquisition sub-module, configured to acquire the state of the infrared sensor and the pressed state of the key of the terminal by virtue of the interrupt service subprogram;

a judgment sub-module, configured to judge whether the state of the infrared sensor is a proximity event or not and whether the pressed state of the key is effective or not to obtain the judgment results; and

a determination module, configured to determine that the judgment results are consistent with the preset standards when the judgment results indicate that the state of the infrared sensor is the proximity event and the pressed state of the key is effective.

According to a third aspect of an embodiment of the disclosure, a terminal is provided, and the following technical solution is adopted.

The terminal includes the abovementioned enabling device.

According to the technical solutions provided by embodiments of the disclosure, an ADB debugging port of a mobile phone USB may be reliably enabled by virtue of the infrared sensor and the key under the condition of failure of a touch screen of a mobile phone to import personal information in the mobile phone into a computer by mobile phone man-
agement software in the computer through a USB cable, thereby improving quality of the mobile phone and user experiences.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The drawings are adopted to provide further understanding of the disclosure, and form a part of the disclosure. Schematic embodiments of the disclosure and description thereof are adopted to explain the disclosure and not intended to form improper limits to the disclosure. In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal according to embodiment 1 of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal according to embodiment 2 of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal according to embodiment 3 of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a structure diagram of an enabling device for a debugging port of a terminal according to embodiment 4 of the disclosure; and

FIG. 5 is a structure diagram of a judgment module according to embodiment 4 of the disclosed disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Embodiments of the disclosure are described below with reference to the drawings in detail, but the disclosure may be implemented in various manners limited and covered by Claims.

Embodiment 1

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal according to embodiment 1 of the disclosure.

As shown in FIG. 1, the enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal includes:

Step 101: an instruction of enabling a debugging port input by a user is acquired, wherein the instruction is generated by simultaneously executing first operation of pressing a key of a terminal and second operation of covering an infrared sensor of the terminal;

Step 103: an interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor is triggered according to the instruction;

Step 105: a state of the infrared sensor and a pressed state of the key of the terminal are judged according to the interrupt service subprogram, and judgment results are obtained; and

Step 107: when the judgement results are determined to be consistent with preset standards, a screen of the terminal is controlled to be unlocked, and the debugging port is enabled.

In the embodiment, the instruction of enabling the debugging port input by the user is acquired in step 101, and the instruction may be generated by simultaneously executing the first and second operation, that is: the instruction is generated by simultaneously executing the first operation of pressing the key of the terminal and the second operation of covering the infrared sensor of the terminal; the key may be volume up and volume down keys, and may also be another key on the terminal; and the covering the infrared sensor refers to: covering an infrared proximity sensor with a finger at the same time of pressing the key, that is: the infrared sensor may be the infrared proximity sensor.

The interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor is triggered according to the generated instruction in step 103, and the interrupt service subprogram is configured to judge the state of covering the infrared proximity sensor with the finger of the user and the pressed state of the key.

In step 105, the state of the infrared sensor and the pressed state of the key of the terminal are judged according to the interrupt service subprogram, and the judgment results are obtained.

In step 107, when the judgment results are consistent with the preset standards, the screen of the terminal is controlled to be unlocked, and the debugging port is enabled.

The preset standards refer to: a preset covered state standard of the infrared sensor and a preset pressed state standard of the key. When the covered state of the infrared sensor reaches the preset state standard, a proximity event is determined, and the pressed state standard of the key may be a preset time length. When the above operations can be determined to be effective, the screen is unlocked and a setting interface of an ADB debugging port pops up to enable the ADB debugging port in step 107, and then the user may export data in a mobile phone into a computer through a USB cable and further import the data into a new mobile phone to fulfill the final aim.

When state information of the infrared sensor is read to be a non-proximity event, or volume up and volume down keys are not pressed at the same time of covering the infrared proximity sensor with the finger of the user, or a time length for which volume up and volume down keys are pressed does not reach a preset value, the interrupt service subprogram may determine an abnormality and select to directly quit without realizing any other function, the screen cannot be unlocked and the setting interface of the ADB debugging port can also not pop up.

By adopting the technical solution of the embodiment, an ADB debugging port of a mobile phone USB may be effectively enabled by virtue of the infrared sensor and the key under the condition of failure of a capacitive touch screen to import personal information in the mobile phone into the computer by mobile phone management software in the computer through a USB cable.

Specifically, an enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal may be described with embodiment 2.

Embodiment 2

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal according to embodiment 2 of the disclosure.

As shown in FIG. 2, the enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal includes:

Step 201: a mobile phone (in a screen-locked state) awakening event is triggered.

In the step, under the condition of failure of a capacitive touch screen, a mobile phone is in the screen-locked state, and an ADB debugging port enabling requirement made by a user is acquired.

Step 202: volume up and volume down keys are pressed and an infrared proximity sensor is covered with a finger, so as to trigger an infrared interrupt event.

In the step, the user is required to cover the infrared proximity sensor with the finger and simultaneously press the volume up and volume down keys to trigger an interrupt service subprogram of the infrared proximity sensor.

Step 203: whether it is a proximity event or not, whether the volume up and volume down keys are pressed or not, and whether time for which the volume up and volume down keys are pressed reaches a preset value or not are judged.
In the step, the subprogram reads state information of the sensor, and judges whether the state information indicates a proximity event or not. If the state information does not indicate a proximity event, the subprogram quits, and does not execute any other operation; and if the state information indicates a proximity event, the subprogram further judges whether the volume up and volume down keys are effectively pressed or not. If the volume up and volume down keys are not effectively pressed, the subprogram quits, and does not execute any other operation; and if the volume up and volume down keys are effectively pressed, the subprogram further judges whether a time length for which the volume up and volume down keys are pressed reaches the preset value or not. If the time length does not reach the preset value, the subprogram quits, and does not execute any other operation, and if the time length reaches the preset value, the subprogram finishes executing judgment operation, and enters a screen unlocking step.

Step 204: the screen is unlocked, a setting interface of an ADB debugging port pops up, and an ADB debugging port is enabled.

In the step, the screen is successfully unlocked, the setting interface of the ADB debugging port pops up, and the ADB debugging port is enabled. Then, the user may connect the mobile phone to a computer through a USB cable, and the computer starts management software to finish importing personal information.

By adopting the technical method of the embodiment of the disclosure, the ADB debugging port may be reliably enabled, and data in the mobile phone of the user may be successfully exported, so that loss of the user is reduced.

Preferably, the method for enabling the ADB debugging port of a mobile phone USB by virtue of the infrared sensor, the volume up and volume down keys, and from the above, it is clear that the ADB debugging port may be reliably enabled to import personal information of a user into a PC under the condition of failure of the touch screen of the mobile phone only by adding a code for realizing such a function to software of the mobile phone through an existing hardware resource, thereby improving quality of the mobile phone, reducing loss of the user and improving user experiences.

Embodiment 4

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal according to embodiment 3 of the disclosure.

As shown in FIG. 3, the enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal includes:

Step 301: a mobile phone awakening event is triggered.
In the step, the mobile phone awakening event is triggered to make a mobile phone enter a screen-locked state.

Step 302: volume up and volume down keys are pressed and an infrared proximity sensor is covered with a finger, so as to trigger an interrupt event.
In the step, the volume up and volume down keys are pressed, the infrared proximity sensor is covered with the finger at the same time, and the infrared proximity sensor is triggered to send an interrupt signal to a processor to form an interrupt notification event when sensing a proximity event.

Step 303: whether the infrared sensor senses the proximity event or not is judged.
In the step, the processor executes an interrupt service subprogram corresponding to the interrupt signal in response to the interrupt signal, acquires state information of the infrared sensor through a controller bus of the infrared sensor, such as an Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) bus, and judges whether the state information indicates the proximity event or not; if yes, step 304 is executed; otherwise step 306 is executed.

Step 304: whether the volume up and volume down keys are pressed or not and whether time for which the volume up and volume down keys are pressed reaches a preset value or not are judged.

In the step, a monitoring timer in the interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor is started, and a time zone is set. In the time zone, whether the volume up and volume down keys are simultaneously pressed or not and whether the time for which the volume up and volume down keys are pressed reaches a value of the set time zone or not are detected; if the time reaches the value of the time zone, it is indicated that the volume up and volume down keys are effectively pressed, and step 305 is executed; otherwise, step 306 is executed.

Step 305: a screen is unlocked, a setting interface of an ADB debugging port pops up, and an ADB debugging port is enabled.

Step 306: the interrupt service subprogram quits.

In the step, the interrupt service subprogram directly quits without any processing.

The embodiment provides the method for enabling the ADB debugging port of a mobile phone USB by virtue of the infrared sensor, the volume up and volume down keys, and from the above, it is clear that the ADB debugging port may be reliably enabled to import personal information of a user into a PC under the condition of failure of the touch screen of the mobile phone only by adding a code for realizing such a function to software of the mobile phone through an existing hardware resource, thereby improving quality of the mobile phone, reducing loss of the user and improving user experiences.

Embodiment 4

FIG. 4 is an enabling device for a debugging port of a terminal according to embodiment 4 of the disclosure.

As shown in FIG. 4, the enabling device for a debugging port of a terminal includes:

an acquisition module 401, configured to acquire an instruction of enabling a debugging port input by a user, wherein the instruction is generated by simultaneously executing first operation of pressing a key of a terminal and second operation of covering an infrared sensor of the terminal;
a triggering module 403, configured to trigger an interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor according to the instruction;
a judgment module 405, configured to judge a state of the infrared sensor and a pressed state of the key of the terminal according to the interrupt service subprogram, and obtain judgement results; and
a control module 407, configured, when the judgement results are determined to be consistent with preset standards, to control a screen of the terminal to be unlocked and enable the debugging port.

Here, each of the acquisition module, the triggering module, the judgment module and the control module may be implemented by a Central Processing Unit (CPU), Digital Signal Processor (DSP) or Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in the terminal.

Preferably, as shown in FIG. 5, the judgment module 405 includes:
an acquisition sub-module 4051, configured to acquire the state of the infrared sensor and the pressed state of the key of the terminal by virtue of the interrupt service subprogram; the interrupt service subprogram acquires the state of the infrared sensor and the pressed state of the key of the terminal;
a judgment sub-module 4053, configured to judge whether the state of the infrared sensor is a proximity event or not and whether the pressed state of the key is effective or not to obtain the judgment results; and
a determination module \textit{4055}, configured to determine that the judgment results are consistent with the preset standards when the judgment results indicate that the state of the infrared sensor is a proximity event and the pressed state of the key is effective.

Here, each of the acquisition sub-module, the judgment sub-module and the determination module may be implemented by the CPU, DSP or FPGA in the terminal.

The embodiment of the disclosure provides a terminal, which includes the abovementioned enabling device.

Compared with the existing technology, the technical solutions of the embodiment of the disclosure have the advantage that the ADB debugging port of the mobile phone USB may be enabled by virtue of the infrared sensor, the volume up key, the volume down key and the existing hardware resource under the condition of failure of the touch screen of the mobile phone to export the data in the mobile phone of the user to reduce the loss of the user. Therefore, the quality of the mobile phone and user experiences are improved.

Those skilled in the art should understand that the embodiment of the disclosure may provide a method, a system or a computer program product. Therefore, the disclosure may adopt a form of hardware embodiment, software embodiment or combined software and hardware embodiment. Moreover, the disclosure may adopt a form of computer program product executable on one or more computer-available storage media (including, but not limited to, a disk memory, an optical memory and the like) including computer-available program codes.

The disclosure is described with reference to flowcharts and/or block diagrams of the method, equipment (system) and computer program product according to the embodiment of the disclosure. It should be understood that each flow and/or block in the flowcharts and/or the block diagrams and combinations of the flows and/or blocks in the flowcharts and/or the block diagrams may be implemented by computer program instructions. These computer program instructions may be provided for a universal computer, a dedicated computer, an embedded processor or a processor of other programmable data processing equipment to generate a machine, so that a device for realizing a function specified in one or more flows in the flowcharts and/or one or more blocks in the block diagrams is generated by the instructions executed through the computer or the processor of the other programmable data processing equipment.

These computer program instructions may also be stored in a computer-readable memory capable of guiding the computer or the other programmable data processing equipment to work in a specific manner, so that a product including an instruction device may be generated by the instructions stored in the computer-readable memory, the instruction device realizing the function specified in one flow or many flows in the flowcharts and/or one block or many blocks in the block diagrams.

These computer program instructions may further be loaded onto the computer or the other programmable data processing equipment, so that a series of operating steps are executed on the computer or the other programmable data processing equipment to generate processing implemented by the computer, and steps for realizing the function specified in one flow or many flows in the flowcharts and/or one block or many blocks in the block diagrams are provided by the instructions executed on the computer or the other programmable data processing equipment.

The above is only the preferred embodiment of the disclosure and not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

According to the embodiment of the disclosure, an instruction of enabling a debugging port input by a user is acquired, and an interrupt service subprogram of an infrared sensor is triggered according to the instruction; a state of the infrared sensor and a pressed state of a key of a terminal are judged according to the interrupt service subprogram, and judgment results are obtained; and when the judgment results are determined to be consistent with preset standards, a screen of the terminal is controlled to be unlocked, and the debugging port is enabled. Therefore, an ADB debugging port of a mobile phone USB may be effectively enabled by virtue of the infrared sensor, volume up and volume down keys under the condition of failure of a touch screen to import personal information in a mobile phone into a computer by mobile phone management software in the computer through a USB cable.

What is claimed is:

1. An enabling method for a debugging port of a terminal, comprising:
   acquiring an instruction of enabling a debugging port input by a user, wherein the instruction is generated by executing second operation of covering an infrared sensor of a terminal at same time of executing first operation of pressing a key of the terminal;
   triggering an interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor according to the instruction;
   judging a state of the infrared sensor and a pressed state of the key of the terminal according to the interrupt service subprogram, and obtaining judgement results; and
   when the judgement results are determined to be consistent with preset standards, controlling a screen of the terminal to be unlocked, and enabling the debugging port.

2. The enabling method according to claim 1, wherein the instruction is generated by executing the second operation of covering the infrared sensor of the terminal at the same time of executing first operation of pressing volume up and volume down keys of the terminal.

3. The enabling method according to claim 1, wherein the determining that the judgment results are consistent with the preset standards by the interrupt service subprogram comprises:
   acquiring, by the interrupt service subprogram, the state of the infrared sensor and the pressed state of the key of the terminal;
   judging whether the state of the infrared sensor is a proximity event or not and whether the pressed state of the key is effective or not to obtain the judgment results; and
   determining that the judgment results are consistent with the preset standards when the judgment results indicate that the state of the infrared sensor is the proximity event and the pressed state of the key is effective.

4. The enabling method according to claim 3, wherein the state of the infrared sensor refers to: the proximity event of the infrared sensor.

5. The enabling method according to claim 3, wherein the condition that the pressed state of the key is effective refers to: the key is pressed and time for which the key is pressed reaches a preset time value.
6. An enabling device for a debugging port of a terminal, comprising:
   a memory storing programming instructions; and
   a processor configured to be capable of executing the stored programming instructions to:
   acquire an instruction of enabling a debugging port input by a user, wherein the instruction is generated by executing second operation of covering an infrared sensor of a terminal at same time of executing first operation of pressing a key of the terminal;
   trigger an interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor according to the instruction;
   judge a state of the infrared sensor and a pressed state of the key of the terminal according to the interrupt service subprogram, and obtain judgement results; and
   control a screen of the terminal to be unlocked and enable the debugging port when the judgement results are determined to be consistent with preset standards.

7. The enabling device according to claim 6, wherein the processor is further configured to be capable of executing the stored programming instructions to:
   acquire the state of the infrared sensor and the pressed state of the key of the terminal by virtue of the interrupt service subprogram;
   judge whether the state of the infrared sensor is a proximity event or not and whether the pressed state of the key is effective or not to obtain the judgment results; and
   determine that the judgment results are consistent with the preset standards when the judgment results indicate that the state of the infrared sensor is the proximity event and the pressed state of the key is effective.

8. A terminal, comprising an enabling device, wherein the enabling device comprises:
   a memory storing programming instructions; and
   a processor configured to be capable of executing the stored programming instructions to:
   acquire an instruction of enabling a debugging port input by a user, wherein the instruction is generated by executing second operation of covering an infrared sensor of a terminal at same time of executing first operation of pressing a key of the terminal;
   trigger an interrupt service subprogram of the infrared sensor according to the instruction;
   judge a state of the infrared sensor and a pressed state of the key of the terminal according to the interrupt service subprogram, and obtain judgement results; and
   control a screen of the terminal to be unlocked and enable the debugging port when the judgement results are determined to be consistent with preset standards.

9. The terminal according to claim 8, wherein the processor is further configured to be capable of executing the stored programming instructions to:
   acquire the state of the infrared sensor and the pressed state of the key of the terminal by virtue of the interrupt service subprogram;
   judge whether the state of the infrared sensor is a proximity event or not and whether the pressed state of the key is effective or not to obtain the judgment results; and
   determine that the judgment results are consistent with the preset standards when the judgment results indicate that the state of the infrared sensor is the proximity event and the pressed state of the key is effective.
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